
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      June 27, 2022 

SAN FRANCISCO BAR PILOTS ASSOCIATION 

Pier 9 East End 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

Commissioner Hayes-White 
President, California Board of Pilot Commissioners 

 
Subject: Necessity Determination for Replacement of 3 Station Boats 

 

Dear Commissioner Hayes-White: 
 

Please accept this letter and supporting documentation as SFBP’s request for a necessity determination to replace 
our three station boats under CCR Title 7 Division 2 236.1 (d). 

 
As the Commission is aware the California Air Resources Board has promulgated new Harbor Craft Emissions 
regulations that will render the engines of our existing station boat fleet obsolete according to the following 
schedule: 
 

PV San Francisco – 12/31/24 (delivered 2000) 
PV California – 12/31/24 (delivered 2000) 
PV Drake – 12/31/25 (delivered 2009) 

 
SFBP and our industry partners advocated extensively for exemption or accommodation under the proposed 
regulations; however, this effort did little to influence the final regulations.  Information regarding these 
regulations and their development can be found here: CARB Commercial Harbor Craft Regulation Information.  
 
To explore all options available under the new CARB regulations, SFBP has thoroughly researched engine 
retrofits. Engineering constraints, vessel age and limited available technologies have led to the conclusion that it 
is not economically or practically feasible to retrofit these three vessels.   These issues are further addressed in 
the vessel surveys on file with the BOPC.  SFBP continues to evaluate compliance extensions and is also working 
with our industry partners to identify potential funding sources that may be available. 
 
The design of the existing station boat fleet has worked well for the unique service requirements for this class of 
vessel.  It is SFBP’s intent to commission a similar design and the pre-project planning is at the stage where a 
necessity determination is necessary in order to commit additional resources to the project. SFBP therefore 
requests that the Board make a necessity determination to replace the PV California, PV San Francisco, and PV 
Drake. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Capt. John Carlier  
Port Agent 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/commercial-harbor-craft/resources


 
 

 
 

 



 


